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INTRODUCTION

Due to the fq.ct that this conference is meant

to cover thePFoperties of-liquid metals I will in

my talk on. the atomic motions confine myself to

those aspects which are relevant to this class of

liqUids. It'seems, however, not very important

whether the liquid is a metal or not when discussing

the motion o~ the atoms or ions. The screening
. ,',', ", .. , ..,' ~

effect ari~sing from the conduction electrons makes
". ".

* .. ,.'
'. Based on work performed under the auspices of

. ",,.: .i .
, '. ,.,......

. " . ~ . .

the U. s. ,Atomic Energy Commission.,
'. ;.,:
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that the effective interaction between the ions is es

k;entially short range like in non-metals. The whole

subject for this conference is naturally divlded into

two quite different although inter-related parts, one

on the motion of the electrons and the other on the

motion of the ions. When discussing the electron

properties, one mostly neglects the dynamical aspects

of the ionic motion, taking however into account the

disordered positions of the ions through the static

structure factor. When considering the ionic motion

one may assume the electrons to relax essentially in~

stantaneously to an HequilibriumH distribution con~

sistent with the positi6n~Of the ions and this makes

that we can introduce an :effective screened interac-

tion between the lons. In a solid the Fermi surface

is sharp and this causes the effective ion-ion inter

action to have a tail Q.fthe form as cos(2 kFr)/r3.

Whether it is essentially so also. in liquid metals

~&ems to be somewhat unclear. The fact that the ions

"are 'surrounded by a, screening cloud of eleytrons led

Z'imanl to conjecture that we can consider the ions and

. their clouds to form rigid neutral units which'inter

act through an ess.entiall.y short range interaction ..

One would like to treat metals as two
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interacting plasmas, one consisting of the conduction

electrons and the other consisting of the ions.

However,: we do not know how to treat properly the

ionic plasma for which the interaction has both an

essentially hard .core part and a ~qpg Coulomb tail.

Some ·very r.e:cent attempts~,toov~.J;"c()me this diffi~

culty seem v?fry ip..tereEit.ingand, may Jeqd to a new

.p.:pproach on liquid metals.·

EXPERIMENTAL SITUATION

The static structure of the liquid.is normally

stated through the pair-correlation function g(r)

and it has'been measured accurately both through

x-ray and neutro!l diffraction ~xperiments for ~ large

number of liquids.' One has tried to obtain fIjom

these data information on the effective ion-ion

potential, using some "approximate equatidnrelating

t~e 'pait-correlation functiofi to the interato~ic

potential (Born-Green eUqation, Percus-Yevick equa

tion, Hyper-netted ·chainap,proximatiQn).3 I It s~ems,
however, difficul t ,to', obtain SUfficiently accurate

potentials in this way with the present accuracy of

the experimental data. 4,5 Also, we do not know very
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well how accurate the theories are, on which the \

procedure is based.

Information on the dynamicsC):f the atomic motion

is obtained mainly from inelastic neutron scattering.

The measured scattering cross section, being a ftinc

tion.of the momentum transfer hq and the energy

transfer :11 w in the scattering process, is normally

given through two functions scoh(Ci ,ill ) and Sine eel, w) •

Depending on the nuclear properties of the sample the

coherent or the inco1}E;re,ntp,art ,dominates. Vanadium,

for instances scatters only incoherently, whereas

aluminum scatters predominantly coherently. The

two scattering functions are Fourier transforms,

~ ~

S (~) = jei(q.x -wt) G(x,t) dx dt.,coh q,w (1)

- ~
.' (- ) _ f' ei(q.x-Sine q,w t) G ex, t) dx d t ,

s
( 2)

-of ' the two Van Hove correlation functions G(x,t)

and Gs(x,t). G(x,t) can be written as follows:

-G( x, t) =<n (x, t) n ( 00» / n ,
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where< ... >is the density auto-correlation function

of the system, n(i,t) denoting the microscopic

particlenumherdensity. :,. ri is the uniform mean

density. From the definition in Eq. (3) it is

'Bvident thatineJastic 'coherent scattering"will give'

infdrmat'ion on those collective motions which involve

densityfluctuations." 'For very ·small energy. and

momentum::transferEr wesh6uld expect to see certain
, -+

c haractelri!stic stru'cture; is' S (q,w), which shoul.d

c'orrespondt·o hydrodynamic' and thermodynamic fluctu·-·

a tions of pressure' and temperature. These motions \

are ordinary sound waves and heat diffusion. Due to

experimental restrictions 'therieutrbh 'scattering

tec.hniqueis limited to r'ather large wave vectors

an<;1 frequencies. One can'"only'cover fluctuations
a '

which have wave lengths less than 10-20 A and fre-

quencies higher than 1012_1013 per/sec. The very

long wavelength: fluctuations are covered .in light

" scattering and ultrasonic measu'rements, and these

8xperimentshav8confirmed, the conclusions drawn

from hydrodynamics and thermodynamics.
-;0.

The function G (x,t),-relating the incoherents

scattering to the atomic motions, . can be written in
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the form

-... . i -+-...V
G(X, t)· = f dx <0 (x + x

-+ .. " ... 9

X.(t))O(X
l

x. (0) »1
. l

. . (4)

where x. (t) denotes the traj ectory of any atom Hi n.
l

It tells us how an atom diffuses from its init::Lal

position at t = O. This fact made Vineyard6 to

-conjecture that Gs(x,t) should be given approximately

by the ordinary diffusion equation~ Later experi-

ments have shown that on the small time scale consid-

ered here simple diffusion theory is not very

adequate.

Quite early experiments by Larsson et al.? on

polycrystalline and liquid aluminum gave some very

striking results (Fig. 1). They found hardly any

change in the scattered spectrum when melting the

sample and this strongly indicated that both trans-

verse and longitudinal modes, similar to those in

solids, exist in the liquid phase. Measurements on

liquid. lead by Dorner et al. 8 and by R,andolph and

Singwi9 have also indicated the existence of high

frequency transverse and longitudinal modes in the

liquid state. However, it seems at present to be a



sorp.ewhat .;c ontroversial" "question whether transverse
:"';-1'

waves of the kind w~ have in solids really exist and

propagate in' these liquids. "Figure 2. shows a set

,of scattering spectra "for "~olid and liquid lithium

obtained recently bYCocking. lO It shoaldbe noted

that h,ere both coherent and incoherent scattering

contribute, the incoherent part contributing partic-

ularly to the quasi-elastic scattering.

" ".As a general remark, I may state that the

experimenta~ data are often di"fficul t to analyse for

several re.asons·.. .Firstly," in most cases it is not

possible to separate unambiguously the coherent and

the :.i-nc()herentparts." "Secondly~ the theories on

which.the analysis is based' is not good enough "for

drawing any ·firm conclusions," at "least for the coher-

ent part.
. ~ .

MOLECULAR DYNAMICS

With big computers availab~e it is nowadays

possible to solve numerically Newtonis equations
" 11for a system of 1000 partie,les or so. Rahman has

during recent years undertaken sueha program~andhe

has in great detail studied the di ffusiv~ motion of



s~ngle atoms in liquid argon. The results.have been

presented through the velocity auto-correlation

function<v(t)-v(o», which on the basis of

LangevinVs equation should decay strictly exponen

t~ally in time. Figure 3 shows the results obtained

by Rahman. The fact that the auto-correlation

function becomes negative after some time tells us

that the atoms, if initially moving in one direction,

will on the average reverse the direction after a

short time. In fact, using for liquid sodium a
-

potential with a VJeak long range tail as in solids

Paskin and Rahman12 found the velocity auto-correla-

tion function to have several damped oscillations.

Rahman has also interpreted his data in terms of a

memory function ret), defined through the equation

t
d v v ) vdt¢'(t) + fret - t)¢ (t -dt = 0,

o

where

(5)

Figure 4 shows the form ofr (t) obtained for liquid

argon. The interesting point here is that ret)

shows an initial rapid decrease followed by a
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weak and slowly varying tail. On the basis of

Langevin's equation one should expect'r (t) to b~' es

sentially a 8 (t) function. The long tail is respon

sible, for some of the characteristic structure in

the velocity auto-correlation function. I will later

come back to a physical explanation of the charac

teristic features of r (t).: ,

Rahman has also'investigated the possible col-
. , ",

lective motion in liquid argon. Figure 5 shows the

time evolution of the space Fourier transform, of the"

, "-'- -current-current correlation funct'ion<j(x, t) leoo»,

- - - -, where jex,t) :::,:I viet) 6 ex - xi(t)) is the micro-
'i

scopic current density. This current auto..:.correla

tion function tells us how a curr~nt, periodically

varying in spac e, propagates. We. know from hydrody

namics that for sufficiently long wavelengths the
, ' .

longitudinal ,waves propagate with a definit(3 velocity

and is damped due to frictional forces and heat"

diffusion. From Fig. 5 we see ~.~lear tendency of

having a damped periodic time d'ependence for smaller

wave vectors but still far from the hydrodynamic

limit. Also, we see that for wave vectors'around. '

the value for which the static structure factor has
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a sharp maximum the motion is slowed down compared

to the moti'on' f or neighboring wave vec tors~' This

particular effect wa~ fi~st predicted from very
l~

simple theoretical argUments by De Gennes .. ./

Due to the verystfiking experimental results

obtained especially in liqUid alttminum it would 'be

very desirable to have result~ froili cbmput~r calcu-

lations' for aluminu111 wi.th'..' a realistic intei"'atomic

potential.. It .' seems that so far' ',rholecular dy1181'irics

has not supported' the ideas of· treating the atomic

motions,on SOme kind of crystalline model, which,

bowever; seemed to.be·ratheist~onglysupp6rt$d by

the'experimental data on aluminum. Rahman intends

't~tlndertake such an investigation' in order to shed

some"light on 'this question .

. THEORY'

As far as the collective aspects of the atomic

motions are concerned, the present theoretical. .-.

. '.:~; ..
situation is quite uncl~ar. One has been able to

explain rather nicely many of the experimental

results on t~e basis Of'q:~si-Crystallinemodels~4,15
introducing concepts like atomic displacements from
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iii

certa:i.n .nequil:ibriumil ,positions and propagating'
, .

phonons similar to thos.e in solids~ ,:These approaches

'have, however, been very intuitive and have led to

s'omecon'c·'ep'1:;l.l&l 'dfffi'culties which have :notheen

removed.'."Af:'pre·selit~'sev'erai ':interesting 'app:tokcH~s.

'a:r'ebeing' fried;"':wh:iCh are nidre"closely r'elat:ed to

first}>rihclples' ..'2,1:6~-:I9 "krri6re:pro~er' 'discussion of
,......

• ~ '. - ~'." • ",;,' •.., 0,,', .' ' ": .' ~ "'~ , >~ .' . . ... , ,.,: " , '..' .
, self-motion 'i's'e,asiert·o pursuEr 'an'd fOr that reason

,the theore~ic<sQ ':Uriderst/anding oJ the Belf-motion is

more co~plete than that of the collective motion.

Thereis,~no· fim~' -b6' rErvi's\il/here ~lhe: vario:u'§ theoret-

. .
. f· .... '

th'em, which se~in9'promis'i'ng to me and in which I have

i cal approacf~~es.
"~ .

I will confipemy~el~ to one of

I

been involved myself.

Let us first consider the self-motion of the

. a'tbms and.' derive:an)"'B'ciuation: fO;r :the:velbcity 'aut6

c orrelation:·:ful1ctibn; ¢,·{t} -:=',<;rp( t) '.. V-Co )/<:v25 ./:
'Newt,ohv,s equation' fdr'·Orle 'di' thB iafbmsj~ indicate'd by

. . ~ ,
~. ( ..

, .
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where vex) is the interatomic potential, M is the
~. "

atomic mass and P (x, t) = ~ (} (x - x. (t») denotes
l .

i~O

the microscopic density of the surr?unding.atoms.

We may now ask ourselves the follow~ng question.

Knowing the trajectory of the zeroth atom, how will

the average density around this atom vary in time?

The following expression for the average density can

be obtained from Liouville's equation: IS ,19

t

p (x, t) = ng (x - Xo ( t») - n P f dt v J' dx G x

o·

(- v v I-~ ( )) (_v _ -+x (tv») X"V(-X V
-+ (t·v) \G xt, x t xot g x 0 v - Xo J •

(7)

Here P = 1/~T, n is the equilibrium particle density,

g(x) is the static pai~-correlation ·function and

G(xt, ~v ltV X o(t») is the density-density correlation

function of the surroUnding atoms with due consider-

ation of the presence of the zeroth atom. Like the

ordinary Van Hove correlation function it can be

split up into a self part and a distinct part. It

contains'all necessary information of the transport

properties of- the medium surrounding the zeroth atom~
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Inserting Eq. (7) into Eq. (.6); multiplying'with

v(d) and averaging over all initial velocities we

get an equatiori'fibr ¢ (t):. In an earlier version of

'the theory G(xt; XV t 9 1 X o(t)) was replac ed by the'

self part Gs(it, i't V
, xo(tj) ~nd this was furthermore

approximated to have the f?rm {a(x - xo(t)) Gs(i

- XV, t - tV) }, Gs(x,t) being the ordinary Van Hove

self correlation function. et (x - xo(t)) is a
, .-

function which is zero whenever x falls inside the

nhard core H radius of the zeroth atom. These
. ,

a~proximations should have no signlficanteffect on

our conclusions. The equation to be fulfilled by

¢(t) was brought in th~ formlQ
I

t·

d~ ¢ (t) + J r (t - t ') q' (t 9) d t i =' 0

o

, (8)

where ret) depends explicitly on the inter~ction

potential and the static_pair-correlation function,

which WEire assumed to be known.' Fi gure 4 shows r (t)

for liquid argon (dotted curve) .compared with the

results obtained by Rahman from molecular dynamics·

(dashed curve). The rapid initial decrease in r (t) .

arises in this treatment from the hard core
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collisions between the atoms. The slowly varying

tail in r (t) is connected with the smooth attractive

part of the ,potential as vlTell as with the hard core

part.

. 20Assumlng

G (x, t ) ::: -( n a ( t») = 3/2 e xPC - ~2/a ( t ) )
s -

with

\.

t
4 j' i ¢ 0 iaCt) ::: Hj3 (t - t ), (t ) dt ,

o

(10)

an approximation commonly used in thi2 context and

proved to be quite good, we obtain an approximate

expression for the Van Have self-correlation func-

tion. If we had retained the full generalized Van

Have function in Eq. (7) 'we should have found that

the equation for Gs(x,t) would also cont~in the

distinct part Gd(x,t) ::: G(x,t) - Gs(x,t).

We may rewrite Eq. (7) in such a form that the

current density of the zeroth atom, Jo(x,t), appears

explici tl'y.
~

Multiplying the equation with j (0,0)o
and averaging over all initial configurations we can
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obtain an equation for hovlT th~ den,sity or the current

of a surrounding atom is correlated to the current

of the zeroth atom at a different tim:e;; that is the

distinct part of the current-current correl~tion

function, denoted -by cS~ (x, t) ~ Approximations have

to be made in order to proceed and in a certain

approximation,for 'which it is no time to explain

h th f 11 " t"' bt" d' 21ere, e 0 oWl,ng equa lon was 0 ~alne:

a (d) , ~ j'•ate aft (x', t) - nt' ~
r J 0

t '- t q) g (x - x' , _ff
X

"iVl,tO) = nP k
7,0

o

-,9 ,- x ,

t - t') g ex' - xl!) V'r V'aV(x' - X~I) c\&) (x", t') .

(11)

Here,

-,g(x) =staticpai~~co~relatibn'function,

g(x,}() = static triple-correl'ation fllnqtiC?n, '

Vex) = interatomic potential

\ . (s) -' (d) ,
Cap (x, t), CaP ex, t) = self and distinct parts

of the current-current correlation function.
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, etc. denote the Cartesian coordinateso

We see that the distinct correlation function is

through Eq. (11) coupled to the SE;21f part. This

work is under progress and some improvements have

probably have to be made before the theory will Itvork

properly. It does however give in the present stage

the corr~ct short time behavior up to times of the

order t~··.. Whether it gives the longer time behavior

reasonably correct is not clear at present.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. CoherentlY"~c&ttef~dneutronspectra from

an aluminum "polycrystal"" at 630" °C and liquid

aluminum at 677°C: The angle of observation

was in both cases 60°. (After K.E. Larsson

in HThermal Neutron scatteringvt ', Ch 0 8,

ed. by P. A. Egelstaff, Academic Press,
i

New" York, 1965)

Fig. 2. Scattered neutron s~ectrum'from solid

(16Z-G) and liquid (Z05°C) lithium-7 for

various scattering angles. (After S. J.

Cocking, Proc. Int. Symposium on Inelastic

Neutron scattering, Copenhagen, 1968)

Fig. 3. The velocity auto-correlation function cj) (t)

for liquid argon, obtained by Rahman

(Ref. (10».

Fig. 4." The memory function r- (t)/r( 0) for l:iquid

argon- obtained by"Rahman from molecular

dynamics (dashed curve)" and from our theory

(dotted curve ). The full curve shows the

results when neglecting certain relaxation

effects.
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Fig. 5. Shows the time evolution of the space

Fourier-transformed longitudinal current

~current correlation function for liquid

".argon fOr various values of the wave vector

•
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